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		In Surrealism at Play Susan Laxton writes a new history of surrealism in which she traces the centrality of play to the movement and its ongoing legacy. For surrealist artists, play took a consistent role in their aesthetic as they worked in, with, and against a post-World War I world increasingly dominated by technology and functionalism. Whether through exquisite-corpse drawings, Man Ray’s rayographs, or Joan Miró’s visual puns, surrealists became adept at developing techniques and processes designed to guarantee aleatory outcomes. In embracing chance as the means to produce unforeseeable ends, they shifted emphasis from final product to process, challenging the disciplinary structures of industrial modernism. As Laxton demonstrates, play became a primary method through which surrealism refashioned artistic practice, everyday experience, and the nature of subjectivity.
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RibbonX: Customizing the Office 2007 RibbonJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Microsoft MVPs teach you new skills for customizing the Ribbon
   If you like to build custom applications or customize the Office user interface, this book is for you. Written by a team of Microsoft MVPs, it shows you—step by step—how easy it is to modify the Microsoft Office® 2007 Ribbon, how the Ribbon works,...
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Online Algorithms: The State of the Art (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1998
When Hannibal crossed the Alps into Italy, it was no longer as simple to respond to a Roman naval threat in Spain as it was before crossing the Alps. Had Hannibal known the entire future Roman strategy before crossing the Alps then (assuming appropriate computational ability) he could have computed an optimal strategy to deal with the Rome/Cartago...
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Wiley Pathways Introduction to Database ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007


	College classrooms bring together learners from many backgrounds,

	with a variety of aspirations. Although the students are in the same

	course, they are not necessarily on the same path. This diversity, coupled

	with the reality that these learners often have jobs, families, and

	other commitments, requires a flexibility that our...
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MPEG-4 Facial Animation: The Standard, Implementation and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
One of the more revolutionary parts of the MPEG-4 International Standard is the Face and Body Animation, or FBA: the specification for efficient coding of shape and animation of human faces and bodies. This specification is a result of collaboration of experts with different backgrounds ranging from image coding and compression to video analysis,...
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Deploying .NET Applications Lifecycle GuideMicrosoft Press, 2004
This guide will give you the information necessary to plan and implement the effective deployment of your .NET Framework-based applications. If your organization is developing .NET Framework-based applications, you face the challenge of deploying those applications efficiently and reliably throughout your environment.

What this guide...
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Algebra and Coalgebra in Computer Science: 4th International Conference, CALCO 2011Springer, 2011

	CALCO, the International Conference on Algebra and Coalgebra in Computer
	Science, is a high-level, bi-annual event formed by joining CMCS (the International
	Workshop on Coalgebraic Methods in Computer Science) and WADT
	(the Workshop on Algebraic Development Techniques). CALCO aims to bring
	together researchers and practitioners with...
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